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Robotics with AngelsnTech and Robochick Madison Kenney
Atlanta, Georgia– June 12, 2019– The Angels and Me Foundation, AngelsNTech, a non-profit mentoring
organization established to Ignite interest, Innovate solutions, and Inspire young girls and support parents within STEAM
fields will be a hosting a Robotics workshop, Saturday, June 22, 2019, 2:00pm at the Southwest Arts Center in South
Fulton.
Program participants will have the opportunity to hear from a
fellow peer that's leading innovation in robotics, #Robochick,
Madison Kenney. Each participant will also participate in a lab
exercise learning how to build and configure a robot.
This event is being sponsored by the Motorola Solutions
Foundation. To register for the event, visit
www.angelsntech.com/events.
For more information on The Angels and Me Foundation,
AngelsNTech please visit www.angelsntech.com
About The Angels and Me Foundation, AngelsNTech
Angels & Me Foundation Angels N Technology
(AngelsNTech), is a mentoring organization established to
groom young girls and provide parents with resources to
support their daughters' aspirations in all fields of Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics (STEAM).
As these fields continue to have a lack of inclusivity, our goal
is to engage minority girls from underrepresented
communities, ages 11-18 to explore the fields of STEAM as career choices. Through teaching, hands on projects, career
shadowing, mentoring, and fostering positive attitudes toward STEAM, we empower girls to reach their fullest potential
and realize they can be anything they choose. Our motto is to Ignite a passion for STEAM, Innovate techniques of
tomorrow while problem solving todays' challenges, and Inspire the next generation for change. AngelsNTech remains
engages throughout the lifecycle of our programs with each girl and caregiver/parent to ensure that the natural skills, and
curiosities regarding STEAM careers including using skills gained for entrepreneurship endeavors, are upheld until the
participants reach 18. At that point the objective of guiding the participants into a career field within STEAM, whether
through college, technical trade, certification or job readiness, will have been met.

